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Introduction
The Covid-19 crisis forced a sudden, new way of life

was considered that the insurance sector was generally

upon the world. For life insurers, the pandemic caused

well-placed to respond to the pandemic environment,

disruptions to operations, customers, employees and

benefitting from capital strength and high solvency

investors. While the scope, duration, and severity of the

ratios built in earlier years. Nevertheless, resilience has

threat were unknown, insurers also faced heightened

continued to be an area of focus for life insurers.

market volatility, economic uncertainty, and a lack of
clarity on the potential for regulatory relief.

Matching assets to future liabilities has always been at
the heart of insurers’ business models – a challenge

In response to the pandemic life insurers in Asia Pacific

that has been further exacerbated by the pandemic,

have had to adapt to numerous challenges, including to

the resulting economic uncertainty, and expectations

address immediate impacts on operations and, in some

for long-term interest rates to remain low. As a result,

cases, solvency. Though many of the challenges were

insurers have been forced to seek out investment

direct products of the crisis, others long pre-dated the

returns from asset classes and financial instruments

virus – including regulatory uncertainty, frequent rating

they may have historically avoided. Meanwhile, many

agency reviews, and the difficulties associated with a

firms realise that despite the delay to comply with

low interest-rate environment.

requirements under IFRS 9 and IFRS 17, the changes
needed are likely to present a greater business impact

At the outset of the pandemic, the World Bank

than was earlier anticipated.

commented in early March 2020 that pandemics are
“well within the risk tolerance of insurers”, adding that

In light of these concerns, and accounting for a

such events are built into capital and solvency rules. It

heightened regulatory focus on the short-term

Top risk cited by life insurers

55.4%

Interest Rate Risk

Credit Risk

Market Risk
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19.6%
12.5%

actions and long-term resilience of life insurers, this

Singapore unit of a Japanese insurer. “We need to

paper presents findings from research conducted by

prepare for a ‘low for long’ interest rate environment.

Regulation Asia, in collaboration with Bloomberg, to

This has an impact on our asset-liability management,

explore industry perspectives on the current economic,

so we are monitoring this very closely. It has a very big

market and credit conditions the insurance industry

impact on our bottom line and how we manage our

faces and whether continued stresses are likely to renew

reserves and our insurance obligations.”

pressure on individual insurance firms in the year ahead.
Indeed, senior life insurance executives in Asia Pacific
The research included a survey of 87 senior life

who participated in the research identified interest rate

insurance executives across 41 institutions in 12 Asia

risk as the biggest long-term investment risk for life

Pacific countries, conducted between 21 October 2020

insurers by far, cited as the top risk by over half (55.4%)

and 22 January 2021. Global, regional and domestic life

of respondents, followed by credit risk (19.6%) and

insurance institutions were represented in the survey,

market risk (12.5%). Broadly, as life insurers seek higher

which was supplemented by one-on-one interviews.

returns to offset low interest rates, a shift to less liquid
investments occurs across the region. Yet, liquidity risk

“The biggest risk is still, and likely will continue to be

did not rank highly in the survey, cited as the top risk for

interest rate risk,” said the Chief Risk Officer at the

just 3.6% of respondents.

“The biggest risk is still, and likely
will continue to be interest rate risk”
Chief Risk Officer
Japanese life insurer

Methodology
This report is based on a survey of 87 senior life insurance executives across 41 institutions in 12 Asia
Pacific countries, conducted by Regulation Asia between 21 October 2020 and 22 January 2021. Global,
regional and domestic life insurance institutions were represented in the sample.
The survey was fielded online and supplemented by one-on-one interviews. The responses were
aggregated and anonymised to gain insight into credit, liquidity, and accounting impacts arising from
Covid-19.
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Liquidity follows
recovery

“One thing that stood out was that liquidity was not a
major concern for insurers through the pandemic, which
was very different from what banks and fund managers
experienced,” says Zane Van Dusen, Head of Risk &
Investment Analytics at Bloomberg. “The shock to the
market that we saw in March 2020 came on very quickly,
and it was extreme, but markets recovered quickly due
to action from central banks to make sure liquidity didn’t
freeze up.”

“...insurers are starting to enhance
their liquidity risk frameworks by
leveraging market data-driven
models”
Zane Van Dusen
Head of Risk & Investment Analytics
Bloomberg
6

Compared to banking and fund management, insurance

said liquidity was not sufficient. It is worth noting that

is a slower moving industry. Life insurers are looking

a number of the insurers who reported lower liquidity

for trends over time and have a more ‘buy-and-hold’

levels were based in Australia, a region already hit

mentality regarding their investments. In addition,

hard by claims related to bushfires and other natural

insurers have calibrated their liquidity risk management

disasters.

based on stress scenarios that model the 2008 crisis,
which was far more protracted than what has been seen

“If the liquidity crunch in March 2020 had been more

during the pandemic. This helps to explain why insurers

protracted, it might have impacted insurers in a much

generally found themselves with adequate liquidity

more significant way,” Van Dusen says. “Still, the lesson

throughout 2020.

learned is that the next crisis won’t look like the last one.
Rather than relying on rules-based liquidity assessments

Of the survey respondents, 87.8% said their liquidity

using assumptions from 2008, insurers are starting to

resources were either “very” or “mostly” sufficient to

enhance their liquidity risk frameworks by leveraging

mitigate liquidity risks under an unexpected situation.

market data-driven models to more proactively monitor

A further 9.8% suggested their liquidity resources were

and manage liquidity risk.”

“somewhat” sufficient, while just 2.4% of respondents

Immediately available liquidity resources

48.8%

Very sufficient

39%

Mostly sufficient
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9.8%

Somewhat sufficient

2.4%

Not sufficient
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According to the research, the pandemic has prompted

For instance, insurance companies in India have been

a move towards more frequent analyses and reporting

applying Covid-19 specific scenarios, seeking to assess

in insurers’ liquidity risk management frameworks, a

the impact on liquidity and capital if the pandemic

shift cited by 41.5% of respondents. Some respondents

environment were to continue for six or 12 months,

(7.3%) said they were conducting or anticipating a

according to one respondent who heads an actuarial

complete redesign of their liquidity risk management

team in the country. Insurers are also incorporating

frameworks, while others were looking to enhance their

new scenarios which seek to assess the impact that a

existing frameworks by creating new stress scenarios

prolonged low interest rate environment will have, he

(19.5%) or adding further stress scenarios (26.8%).

said.

How has your liquidity risk management framework changed
since the onset of COVID-19 ?

8

No change

41.5%

More frequent analyses and reporting

41.5%

Created stress scenarios

19.5%

Added further stress scenarios

26.8%

Anticipating / conducting complete re-design

7.3%

In terms of measuring liquidity, about two-thirds of

“In light of these uncertainties, insurers appear to be

respondents reported no changes in their approach

taking broad steps to more proactively manage risk,”

since the onset of the pandemic; however, some

Van Dusen says.

insurers had increased focus on market depth (26.8%) or
liquidation horizons (12.2%). Such shifts reflect ongoing
concerns that a slower than expected recovery is likely
to make liquidity a longer-term issue or that a sudden
increase in defaults in specific industries could emerge
later this year and cause liquidity to freeze up.

Has your institution’s primary measure of market liquidity changed
since the onset of COVID-19?

61%

26.8%
12.2%

Yes, we now

Yes, liquidation

No, we still use

focus more on

horizons have

the measures we

market depth

become our

were using prior

focus

to the crisis
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Market and credit risk pressures
The research reveals that liquidity is not the only area

to move further into longer-duration instruments to meet

where there is a greater need for more proactive risk

their liabilities.

management in the insurance industry. Given that
interest rates rank as the number one concern for Asia

“On the liability side, there may have been some changes

Pacific life insurers, a key theme that has emerged is an

to actuarial models as a result of the pandemic and its

increased willingness to take on greater risk to achieve

impact on longevity and mortality,” says Chintan Shah,

better investment performance.

Global Product Manager for Front Office and Insurance
Risk Products at Bloomberg. “However, the biggest

In some markets, most notably Japan, this is not a new

concern is that the assets insurers would typically invest

consideration. After decades of ultra-low interest rates,

in have underperformed, and regulatory regimes have

Japanese life insurers have long grown accustomed to

not allowed for more flexible asset trading. Insurers

seeking higher-yield investments overseas. Amid the

are still penalised for holding instruments like publicly

pandemic, however, low rates have taken hold globally,

traded equities, making it more difficult for firms to

prompting more yield-seeking insurers across the region

match assets and liabilities.”

“...the assets insurers would typically
invest in have underperformed, and
regulatory regimes have not allowed
for more flexible asset trading”
Chintan Shah, Global Product Manager
Front Office and Insurance Risk Products
Bloomberg

61.1%

More than half of the survey respondents
said they were planning to increase,
maintain, or begin hedge accounting in
their derivatives trading activities.
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One Singapore respondent pointed to the inability of

duration instruments in pursuit of higher returns. The

insurers to take on too much risk, given the introduction

research found that more than half of respondents

of the new Risk-based Capital regime by MAS (Monetary

(61.1%) are planning to increase, maintain, or begin

Authority of Singapore) in March 2020, which imposes

hedge accounting in their derivatives trading activities.

a higher risk charge for equities and certain high-risk
assets. “As much as we wanted to actually obtain

Until the IASB’s macro-hedging project is finalised,

higher yields, we have needed to balance this against

insurers can elect to stay under IAS 39 for hedge

the risk charge, which has an impact on our capital and

accounting. However, the research highlighted that

reserves. We can’t take too much risk, basically.”

some insurers are considering an early transition to IFRS
9 due to hedge accounting benefits. Hedge accounting

Shah explains that this lack of trading flexibility has

under IFRS 9 tends to more closely align with insurers’

resulted in pressure for insurers to actively hedge

risk management strategies, as the IAS 39 hedge

market and credit risks in their portfolios through

effectiveness assessment requirement is relaxed and

derivatives, particularly as they move into longer

the coverage of permitted hedges is increased.

Primary challenges with derivatives trading

31.7%

46.3%

26.8%

Quality of economic and

Appropriate models and

Appropriate horizon

accounting valuations

risk analytics

stress testing

29.3%

14.6%

29.3%

Cashflow projections

Cashflow testing and

under stressed conditions

reinvestments
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The majority of the survey respondents (65.9%) cited

(31.7%), and difficulties obtaining cash flow projections

hedging as the key reason for derivatives trading, though

under stressed conditions (29.3%). This points to a need

such instruments are also being used for other purposes

for additional data and analytics capabilities.

– cashflow management and duration matching (39%),
risk profile management (14.6%) and alpha generation

Overall, insurers in Asia still largely rely on traditional

(4.9%).

tools to assess and monitor market and credit risk in
their investments – such as market prices and spreads

In their reported use of derivatives, the respondents

(77.2%), stress testing (68.4%) and fundamental analysis

primarily cited challenges associated with the

(64.9%). Fewer firms use analytical models and greeks

appropriateness of models and risk analytics (46.3%),

(33.3%) or other approaches such as the modified KMV

the quality of economic and accounting valuations

model.

How do you assess and monitor market and credit risk
for your investments?
Market prices / spreads

Fundamental Analysis
77.2%

Stress testing

VaR
68.4%

Research and news searches
38.6%
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64.9%

45.6%

Analytical models and greeks
33.3%
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Proactive risk management
A shift towards proactive risk management is apparent,

In particular, one India-based respondent said credit

with 78% of respondents reporting a modification in

risk has “taken precedence” particularly as the

their market and credit risk frameworks to move to

country continues to go through a second wave of

more frequent reporting. In comparison, 51.2% have

the pandemic, which again renews concerns that

either created or added further stress scenarios in

corporate bond issuers will be unable to repay debt.

their frameworks, highlighting a move towards more

Other respondents also noted in interviews that further

quantitative approaches. Indeed, 9.8% of respondents

credit deterioration and default concerns were most

cited a need for intraday risk analysis.

prominent during periods when the pandemic situation
was at its most severe in their respective country.

Credit risk evaluations are mostly still done on a
quarterly (33.9%) or monthly (48.2%) basis. However,

Overall, the research highlighted that increased credit

several respondents indicated in interviews that

deterioration resulted in a range of regulatory- and

they shifted from quarterly to monthly purely due to

risk-related impacts for insurers last year. Respondents

pandemic-related uncertainties in March and April

cited higher capital and solvency requirements

2020. Some respondents reported a shift to even more

(73.2%), a sharper focus on credit and counterparty

frequent credit risk evaluations (weekly: 8.9%; daily

risk management procedures (65.9%), and increased

5.4%), suggesting that a shift towards more proactive

provisioning to offset evolving uncertainty in credit risk

risk management is underway.

(51.2%).

How frequently do you
evaluate the credit risk of
your portfolio?
Quarterly

33.9%

Monthly

47.4%

Weekly

8.8%

Daily

5.4%
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“ ... futher credit deterioration
and default concerns were
most prominent during periods
when the pandemic situation
was at its most severe”

“In Hong Kong, starting from March last year, the
regulator asked all insurance companies to report their
solvency ratio on a daily basis,” said the Deputy Chief
Actuary at the Hong Kong unit of a European insurer.
“We rely on market data on credit spreads and the cost
of credit swaps to monitor for daily changes in credit

“When the credit spreads
widen to a certain level then
people start worrying about
company defaults.”

market sentiment. When the credit spreads widen to a
certain level then people start worrying about company

Deputy Chief Actuary
Hong Kong based Life Insurer

defaults.”
Most respondents to the survey (66.1%) indicated
a consistent reliance on credit rating driven models
to estimate the probability of default (PD), leading to
potential time lag in a firm’s ability to adequately capture
changes, manage and respond to risk, as credit ratings
reflect historical data. A further 19.6% of respondents
indicated they were using a fundamental approach to
estimate PD, while just 14.3% said they were using a
quantitative approach.

Which of these regulatory- and risk-related impacts have
you seen as a result of increased credit deterioration?

65.9%

73.2%

51.2%

22%

Increased capital

Increased credit and

Increased accounting

Decreased single

requirements

counterparty risk

provisions

counterparty/country

management

limits

procedures
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“After the credit dislocations and numerous bankruptcies

portfolio manager level, allowing insurers to materially

we saw last year, the possibility of a fresh wave of

lower the execution costs of their hedges and benefit

defaults in the year ahead remains,” says David Croen,

from locality of trading. “The availability of better

Product Manager for Credit Risk at Bloomberg. “To stay

analytics has enabled insurers to more consistently

ahead of the risk, insurers have increased the frequency

address risk and hedging decisions, and become much

of their reporting, the types of analytics they do, and the

more dynamic in how they identify, assess, monitor and

scenarios they use.”

manage risk.”

In addition, he added, decisions over hedging that have

According to Croen, this more dynamic approach to

historically been made at the CIO level are increasingly

risk management will help insurers to address the

being pushed downwards, often to the individual

uncertainties that lie ahead, including potential supply

“ ... the possibility of a fresh
wave of defaults in the year
ahead remains ... a more
holistic and timely view of
individual investments is
becoming increasingly critical”
David Croen
Product Manager, Credit Risk
Bloomberg
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chain disruptions, changing inflation and employment

Yet, as insurers increase the frequency of their reporting

outcomes, and shifting demographics as populations

as part of efforts to enhance risk management, many

continue to age. “All of these factors point to greater

firms may also realise that their data is inadequate.

interaction between insurers’ assets and liabilities.

Given the high levels of volatility and sector-specific

This may present opportunities for better performance

risks that emerged during the early stages of the

overall but also greater risks. Looking ahead, a more

pandemic, insurers could benefit from deeper and more

holistic and timely view of individual investments is

data-driven analysis into the risks they may face, Croen

becoming increasingly critical.”

says.

How has your market and credit risk framework evolved
since the onset of COVID-19?

78%

51.2%

9.8%

More frequent reporting

Created or added

Need for intraday

further stress scenarios

analysis required
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Meeting the IFRS challenge
Similar considerations factored into decisions on the

“The deferral can be seen as both a blessing and

implementation of new accounting standards being

a curse, given the impact of credit deterioration on

introduced for the insurance industry, namely IFRS 9

the asset side,” says Scott Coulter, Accounting Data

(Financial Instruments) and IFRS 17 (Insurance

Product Manager at Bloomberg. “ECL provisions

contracts).

in the insurance sector will be much more closely
scrutinised by auditors and regulators to make sure

IFRS 9 initially took effect in January 2018, introducing

credit losses are appropriately estimated. This will

new requirements for the classification and

quite considerably increase the amount of work

measurement of financial instruments, impairment of

involved in implementation.”

financial assets and hedge accounting. However, its
application was deferred for qualifying insurers until

According to the survey respondents, the biggest

1 January 2023, to align with the implementation of

challenges to implementing IFRS 9 are expected to

IFRS 17.

be related to the development and incorporation of
macroeconomic scenarios (52.9%), the development

IFRS 9 prescribes how a firm provisions against

and maintenance of credit risk models (29.4%),

estimates of expected losses on their credit assets.

and obtaining historical credit data (17.6%). Such

Given the impact of the pandemic on the credit markets,

challenges are seen as more prominent among

and the ongoing uncertainty regarding potential defaults

smaller and mid-size insurers, where the need for

in the year ahead, insurers may end up needing to set

complex credit risk and ECL models may be relatively

aside larger ECL (expected credit losses) provisions than

new.

was anticipated prior to the pandemic.

What are your biggest challenges to implementing the IFRS 9 ECL
changes in the current environment?
Development and maintenance of credit risk
models
Development and incorporation of macro
economic scenarios
Obtaining historical credit data

18

27.8%
50%
16.7%

While IFRS 9 mainly impacts the valuation of assets,

“Even for firms that are focused on IFRS 17, as many

IFRS 17 makes significant changes to the valuation of

insurers are, they need to be very aware that IFRS 9

liabilities. Implementation is therefore likely to result in

is still an issue, and in fact, it is a growing issue as a

accounting mismatches between assets and liabilities,

result of what we have seen in the credit markets,” says

which, when combined with ECL provisions, will cause

Coulter. “Relative to their banking peers, insurance firms

P&L volatility that was not present before IFRS 9. Some

have generally held much more complex and longer-

of the surveyed insurers anticipate they will reduce P&L

dated instruments to match off against their liabilities.

volatility by increasing their use of hedge accounting

They also have large portions of their portfolios

(27.8%), reducing the number of instruments carried

measured at fair value through OCI, meaning they will

mark-to-market (33.3%), and applying the low credit risk’

need to book ECL provisions on a larger percentage of

practical expedient (33.3%).

their portfolios.”

Yet, concerns have been raised that insurance firms

According to Coulter, insurance is the industry that is

working towards implementing IFRS 17 may not

most affected by IFRS 9. “While IFRS 17 is a lot of work,

be paying enough attention to IFRS 9, despite how

it should not distract from the fact that IFRS 9 is going

interrelated the two standards are. While two-thirds

to have a big impact on insurers’ balance sheets,” he

of respondents said their IFRS 9 adoption plans and

says, highlighting the importance for all project streams

timelines had either sped up or not changed due to the

to be closely aligned when it comes to implementing the

pandemic, 38.9% said the single biggest threat to these

two standards.

plans was the potential for IFRS 17 to take priority.

“IFRS 9 is going to have a big impact on
insurers’ balance sheets”
Scott Coulter
Accounting Data Product Manager
Bloomberg
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Beyond the pandemic

The Covid-19 pandemic continues to prove itself to be
the defining global health crisis of our time. Regionally,
the pandemic lifecycle and devastation continues across
many Asian countries, indicating that the full impact is
yet to be determined. Expectations are that the adverse
impacts will continue for some time to come.
The same is true for life insurers: it will likely be years
before the full extent of the pandemic’s impact unfolds.
However, given the persistent economic uncertainty and
expectations for ‘low for long’ interest rates, insurers
are likely to be pushed to seek out higher returns and
longer duration instruments to match promised payouts
to policyholders. Mismatches between assets and
liabilities are likely to still persist, raising the need for a
more proactive approach for monitoring market, credit
and liquidity risks.
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In the medium term, given the gaps highlighted

“We found that many of these same firms also reduced

throughout the research, insurers will need to ramp

– or hedged – asset risk exposures in certain markets

up their implementation programmes for the new

and segments, started reviewing their investments

accounting standards. This should include a greater

to more closely match liabilities, and shortened their

emphasis on IFRS 9, given its natural alignment

asset-liability management cycles. On the liability side,

with IFRS 17 and the need to better prepare for the

insurers are taking steps to withdraw less profitable

anticipated higher provisioning requirements. Capital

products, raise premiums on policyholders, or scale

and solvency will be a consistent theme given the range

back staff costs and management bonuses.”

of expected regulatory developments in the next several
years.

Given the challenges of the past 12 months, at this
point the immediate stresses faced by insurers are

“Overall, the response from life insurers has been

likely to be temporary. However, the changes underway

generally robust throughout the pandemic lifecycle,”

in the industry as a whole will have repercussions for

says Brad Maclean, Head of Research at Regulation Asia.

years to come. Overall the research has highlighted the

“From the outset, most insurers have sought to ensure

importance of going beyond a mere tactical response,

resilience by not only raising additional capital but also

and to instead continue looking ahead to de-risk

by increasing the frequency of their reporting and being

and balance asset-liability mismatches to ensure

more proactive in their approach to risk.”

reputational, financial and operational resilience.

“ ... most insurers have sought to ensure resilience ... by
increasing the frequency of their reporting and being more
proactive in their approach to risk”
Brad Maclean
Head of Research
Regulation Asia
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